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heat load test(9th)

G A

After cooling down(before 1st test)
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heat load test9th
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heat load test(9th)
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homework5
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These are the difference of the temperature between the blade and the copper,  
the hanger and the blade, the mass and the hanger.

blade-copper

blue:hanger-blade

mass-hanger

cyan:I will explain on the next page.

… 1st, ー 2nd



Thermal conductivity
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Sascha sent us the data of the sapphire fiber.
Temp[K] kappa[W/(m・K)] 
10.052 1081.097 
10.054 1085.037 
10.053 1091.966 
10.053 1079.465 
11.103 1437.107 
12.075 1841.51 
 13.078  2244.787 
14.053 2698.616 
15.022 2990.19 
16.033 3644.649 
17.004 4046.977 
17.973 4637.286 
18.961 5292.928 
19.981 5759.404 

…



heat load test9th

• We calculated what the temperature of the 
hanger and the mass should be using the 
temperature of the blade (sensor A). 

• In order to calculate, we used the data of the 
thermal conductivity sent by Sascha.
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homework5
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blue:hanger-blade(measured)

cyan:hanger-blade(calculated)

… 1st, ー 2nd

The difference of the temperature between the hanger and  
the blade should be the cyan plots.



heat load test9th

• From the graph on the previous page, the 
thermal resistance between the blade and the 
mass hanger is nearly as much as we expect.
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Future work1

• Tomorrow, 101 room will be arranged, so we 
must do the setup again.
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Future work2
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We will change the copper clamp to 
the one shown on this page to 
reduce the thermal resistance 
between the blade and the copper 
support.   



Future work2

• Now the height of the copper clamp is too tall 
to install into the cryostat. 

• I will go to ISSP and make it short.
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